In this work a novel Monte Carlo method is developed to simulate the equilibrium thermodynamic properties of strongly associating fluids. The highly anisotropic nature of intermolecular interactions in these fluids makes conventional simulation techniques of little use. By introducing biased sampling techniques we are able to explore configuration space efficiently, thereby obtaining reliable estimates for the thermodynamic properties, including phase equilibria, of model systems. The results of our simulations are used to assess the accuracy and validity of various theories for associating fluids.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modeling of associating fluids has been an active area of research for several decades. In this period of time, attention has gradually shifted from the so-called chemical theories, where molecular association is treated as a chemical reaction, to molecular models where association arises naturally from strong attractive intermolecular forces.' Molecular models, consisting of simple shapes with sites that interact with each other through short ranged but strongly orientational dependent intermolecular forces, have in recent years been shown to capture the main characteristics of associating fluids.
However, while much progress has been made with analytical theories for such systems, attempts to simulate them (and verify the theories) have been scarce. The lack of simulation work in this area can be attributed to the difficulties associated with sampling the configurational space of associating fluids, particularly for high association strengths. In this work we propose a new simulation method that greatly reduces such difficulties.
common associating fluids such as carboxylic acids are often much stronger than those investigated by Johnson and Gubbins. We use a model similar to that of these authors but we study much higher association strengths. To assess the accuracy of the theory for prediction of the saturation properties of these fluids we perform molecular simulations in the Gibbs ensemble. Note that conventional Gibbs-ensemble simulations can only yield reliable results for weakly associating fluids. For strongly associating fluids, the formation or destruction of bonds becomes a slow process for which conventional sampling techniques are of little use. Here, we propose a novel simulation method that overcomes the aforementioned sampling problems and facilitates the simulation of strongly associating fluids.
The new method, which we call bond-bias Monte Carlo (BBMC), biases trial insertion moves in the direction of bond formation, thereby crossing over the large energy barriers that separate the formation and destruction of chemical bonds. The crossing of these barriers is achieved by inserting monomers into selected areas of the simulation box.
The advent and success of such models is largely due to Wertheim, who recognized that steric incompatibilities in associating fluids lead to the cancellation of a certain class of graphs in the cluster expansion for the fugacity.2*3 When expressed as a function of the densities of monomers and of bonded species, Wertheim's expansion is able to describe accurately the association phenomena that occur in such fluids. By combining Wertheim's theory of association with other theories of simple systems, it is possible to predict the thermodynamic properties of model associating liquids and gases.
Early molecular models that relied on hard-sphere reference fluids were not able to predict "true" vapor-liquid equilibria unless there was significant percolation from the association part of the intermolecular potential.4 It appears that phase transitions can only be obtained when dispersive forces are taken into account explicitly.5 One such model, which uses the Lennard-Jones fluid as a reference, was proposed by Chapman6 and subsequently studied by Johnson and Gubbins.7 These authors, however, restricted their study to fluids with weak to moderate associating forces.
The organization of this manuscript is as follows. Following this Introduction, the second section begins with a description of the model and the thermodynamic perturbation theory that we use to calculate its thermodynamic properties. Next, after providing a brief overview of simulations in the Gibbs ensemble, we present our BBMC method and we derive the corresponding governing equations. The fourth section begins by comparing the results of such a method to those of conventional Gibbs ensemble simulations for weakly associating fluids. We subsequently present results for strong association strengths, and we compare them to the predictions of the theory. To substantiate our argument that strong association strengths are required to model the thermodynamic properties of real fluids, we also use the theory to describe experimental data for acetic acid. Finally, a third section presents some concluding remarks concerning both the validity of the theory and the extent of applicability of the BBMC method presented in this work.
II. THEORY A. Molecular model
In this work we show that the forces required to describe
Vapor-liquid equilibria for associating pure fluids are sphere with an off-center attraction site. Molecules interact with each other through a combination of Lennard-Jones (12-6) intermolecular interactions and a square-well attraction. More specifically, two particles i and j interact through a potential energy function of the form
where rij denotes the center-to-center distance between the particles. The first term in Eq. (1) is given by
The second term in Eq.
(1) corresponds to attractive site-site interactions and is given by -%v if ro<r<r,
As=
Oi<Oc and ej<0,.
0 otherwise
Attraction sites are located at a distance 1 from the center of the sphere. As Eq. (3) indicates, attractions (with well depth es,) are effective only when molecules are separated by a distance smaller than rc and when the angle between the center-center and the center-site vectors is less than 0, (see Fig. 1 ). An additional condition, which in not apparent from Eq. (3), requires the center-site vectors to "face" one another as shown in Fig. 1 . There are no intramolecular or intermolecular interactions between a center and a site. In addition to cr and e, the Lennard-Jones potential parameters, rc , 6,, and E,, are also parameters of the model. The total internal energy of the system is given by (4) where Cpij is given by Eq. (1).
B. Thermodynamic perturbation theory
The Helmholtz free energy and the pair correlation function of the reference system provide the basis for the thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT) discussed here. This free energy is expressed as a sum of two terms. The first term takes into account the properties of the reference system and the second term takes into account corrections due to association. The theory requires two densities; the total-number density of the system and the density of the molecules that are not bonded (monomers). Corrections to the Helmholtz free energy are then expressed as a function of the pair correlation function of the reference fluid and the above densities. All other thermodynamic properties can be obtained from the Helmholtz free energy using thermodynamic manipulations. Note, however, that this theory does not provide any structural information (such as pair correlation functions) about the system. According to the theory, for a system with multiple association sites, the Helmholtz residual energy (with respect to the ideal gas) is given by the following expression: (9) and where gref(12) is the pair correlation function of the reference fluid. The integration d(12) is to be performed over all possible orientations and separations (unweighted average) between a pair of molecules 1 and 2.
For the "single-association-site" model shown in Fig. 1 , tjAB simplifies to a= a,.,B= I
which, after carring out the integration, reduces to CT= r( 1 -cos f3,)F I "gEfr2 dr 0
with F=exp(-e,dkT)-1. For a single site model, the mole fraction of molecules not bonded at site A (denoted by x hereafter), is actually equivalent to the mole fraction of monomer and, according to Eq. (7), it is given by
The above equation is quadratic with respect to x and simplifies further to Equations (1 l), (13), and (14), along with an expression for the pair distribution function of the Lennard-Jones fluid, are sufficient to describe the contributions of attractive forces to the thermodynamic properties of the system. In this work, the pair distribution function of the Lennard-Jones fluid was obtained using the WCA approximation' and a semiempirical formula proposed by Johnson and Gubbins.7 The latter formulation leads to more accurate pair distribution functions in the low-density regime. In the high-density regime, both formalisms lead to the same results for g(r). The thermodynamic properties of the Lennard-Jones reference fluid were obtained using the newly reparametrized equation of state of Johnson et aL9
C. Simulation of phase equilibria in the Gibbs ensemble
Simulations of phase equilibria are generally carried out in the Gibbs ensemble. The simulated system consists of two boxes, one corresponding to each phase; equilibrium is attained by displacing/rotating particles (thermal equilibrium), by exchanging volume (mechanical equilibrium), and by transferring particles between these phases (chemical equilibrium).'0 The method can be summarized by the following steps:
(1) Choose a particle at random in every phase and attempt to change its position and its orientation. Calculate the energy change Ardicphce, pwUold
06)
and accept the new configuration with probability
where min(a,b) denotes the smaller of the two values, a and b, and where .!Y" and U"ld are the internal energies of the system before and after the trial move, respectively.
(2) Attempt a volume "transfer" from any randomly selected phase into the other and accept the new configuration with probability
where Ucij and V~i) are the configurational energy and the volume of phase i.
(3) Attempt a particle transfer from a randomly selected phase (e.g., phase 1) into the other phase (phase 2) and accept the transfer with probability q=min [l,exp(-pAPansfer 
where
D. Bond-bias Monte Carlo method (BBMC)
Let us assume that at some point in time the simulated system is in a state i specified by the positions/orientations of the particles in the simulation box. Let us also assume that the transition probability for going from state i to a new state j is ~ij, and that the probabilities of being at two different states i and j are pi and pi, respectively. For this system, microscopic reversibility is obeyed if
In the Metropolis method, the system is moved from a state i into a new state j through a two-step process." Initially, a move into state j is proposed with probability Tij ; the proposed move is subsequently accepted with probability A ij . In this method, microscopic reversibility requires that piTiiAij=pjTjiAji.
There are various ways to satisfy Eq. (23) 
It can be shown that Eq. (24) satisfies Eq. (23) by considering the two possibilities for q, i.e., q>l and qs 1. When Boltzmann's statistics are used, the probability density function for an arbitrary statistical mechanical ensemble is of the form dx)~expl:-PWl~ (25) where /I= llkT, r is a generalized energy, and x is a multidimensional vector containing all the positions/orientations of the molecules in the box. For the canonical ensemble, for example, r is the configurational energy U(x). For state i, the probability that the system's N molecules are located in a differential hyper-volume dfl around point x of configurational space is of the form
While pi is imposed by statistical mechanical considerations, the transition probabilities Tij can be arbitrarily designed in such a way as to maximize the efficiency of a simulation method. The choice of T;j is independent of the physical properties of a system, but it can have a significant effect on the convergence properties of the method. In the original Metropolis algorithm, Tij was given by 0 if j is not in the neighborhood of i Tij= l/NR i if j is in the neighborhood of i (with NR available states) (27) The Metropolis method, selects a state j, from the N, available positions (i.e., the volume of the simulation box) with equal probability. The original Metropolis method, as well as other methods based on similar selection schemes, have proven to be successful for simple fluids having continuous and "soft" interactions. For such fluids, small variations in the position/ orientation of a particle do not lead to significant changes of the configurational energy of the system. However, when simulating fluids that interact with short-range and highly orientational-dependent forces, very small variations of the position/orientation of a particle can cause large changes of the configurational energy.
For the fluids discussed here, a slight orientational change can result in the destruction of a "bond," thereby leading to a state of much higher energy which has little chances of occurring [Eq. (26) ]. Therefore, the simulated system can be viewed as a collection of energetically favorable states separated by high energy barriers; our proposed method concentrates sampling on these low energy states which are not easily accessible with conventional techniques but which contribute significantly to the partition function of the system.
For the specific case of simulations in the Gibbs ensemble, instead of inserting a particle into a completely random position/orientation, we favor positions/orientations that result in the creation of a dimer; i.e., a new bond is formed between the newly inserted particle and an existing monomer. It is important to point out, however, that we leave room for conventional random insertions. We show next that our preferential sampling technique satisfies microscopic reversibility by construction.
If we partition the set of j states into the two subsets j, and j, (see Fig. 2 ), where
j,ujb=j and we assume that the j, subset has Q, available positions and the jb has Qb available positions, then any member of j has probability T;j= l/( Q,+ Qb) of being randomly se- lected. If, on the other hand, we choose any member of j, with probability 5 or any member of jb with probability l-5, we have
The proposed algorithm satisfies microscopic reversibility if the i--t j, and i--i jb transitions are reversible. According to Eq. (23) 
Ajbi=min(l,llqb).
We now show that Eq. (32) are solutions to Eq. (30) for the i-j, transition; the other case is symmetric and the proof has been omitted. If qa < 1, then A;ja = qa and Aj,; = 1 since l/q,>l.
Substitution into Eq. (30) gives
On the other hand, the probability of a random insertion is dr dolQ=dr dolVb,,f2, which results in the identity Pj,Tj,i= Pj,Tj,i + As shown schematically in Fig. 4 , we can enhance this ratio by directing insertions to one of these effective positions/orientations (insertion with bond formation). More specifically, we select an insertion into one of these Qerrwtive positions with probability .$ and into one of the Q -Qeffective positions with probability I-.$. If we regard the effective positions/orientations as the j, states and the other positions Note that other solutions to Eq. (30) exist but we do not consider them here. Next, the ideas outlined above are applied to simple Lennard-Jones associating fluids. Note, however, that the method proposed here is not restricted to those fluids and can also be applied to the simulation of fluids interacting with different intermolecular potentials or to fluids with multiple association sites.
According to the intermolecular potential, two particles are considered "bonded" if their center-to-center distance is less than rC and the center-to-site vector is contained within a cone of stereoangle 8,. As shown in Figs. 1 and 3 , an insertion close to a monomer ("free" particle) will result in the creation of a new bond and the formation of a dimer if the newly inserted particle is within this cone of radius rC and its center-to-site vector forms an angle with the center-center vector smaller then 19,. We denote this set of "effective" positions by VeR and the corresponding set of effective orientations of the center-to-site vector by a,,.
For the analysis that follows, we take advantage of the fact that the effective volumes around the insertion points cannot overlap. If there are positions/orientations in the simulation hyper box that belong to the effective area of two (or more) particles, then an insertion in any of these points will result in multiple bonding; the newly inserted particle will be bonded to all the particles that define the areas that overlap. This, however, is prohibited by the construction of the molecular model6 and therefore overlaps between these hyper volumes cannot exist. Therefore, the probability of an "effective" insertion in a "cube" of volume dr and with orientation with "volume" do is dr ddQeffective=dr ~~~(N~ono~e~Ve&ed~
For conventional simulations this ratio is very small and, therefore, the rate of creation or destruction of bonds very slow.
where the l/(N+ 1) factor results from the indistinguishability of the inserted particle.13 The deletion of a particle takes place in the usual manner, i.e., by selecting any particle regardless of whether it is a monomer or a member of a dimer; we therefore have (40) A simpler form of the proposed algorithm can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (39) and (40) and where a parameter f measures the bias introduced into the system. Subscript "free" denotes the parameters corresponding to an insertion without bond formation, and subscript "bond" denotes parameters corresponding to an insertion with bond formation.
From microscopic reversibility we have PNT~~~~A~~$=PN+ ~~~~fA~~~, which after using Eqs. (41) and (43) give which translates into accepting an attempt for insertion with or without dimer formation with probability min(l,q~~~~) or min(l,q~~'), respectively.
The governing equations for the deletion of a particle are very similar to those for insertion except that the process now starts with N particles and goes into a state with N -1 particles. It can be shown that 
In that case an attempt to delete a particle will be accepted with probability min(l,q~r~~te), or min( l,qtf$F), depending on whether the randomly particle chosen for deletion is a monomer or a member of a dimer. As the above equations suggest, no major modifications to the originalGibbs ensemble algorithm are required and the implementation of the biased method is remarkably simple. Note that a value of parameter 5 close to zero reduces the creation of dimers during insertion; a value close to 1 leads to insertions that result almost exclusively in the creation of new dimers. A value of &=Q/Q,n removes the bias and leads to conventional grand canonical ensemble sampling.
The extension to the Gibbs ensemble is done within the same framework and differs from from the conventional Gibbs-ensemble algorithm in the insertion/deletion step. More specifically, that step is replaced by the following elementary moves: With equal probability, choose the phase that receives a particle (e.g., phase 2) and the phase that donates the particle (e.g., phase 1). With probability .$, insert a monomer in any of the possible positions/orientations of phase 2 that result in the formation of a dimer. Then compute fC2) as f($\d given below. Or with probability 1 -5 insert in any position/orientation that does not create a new dimer. Evaluate f(2) as &Le. Pick at random a particle from phase 1 for deletion and determine whether the particle is part of a dimer or whether it is a monomer. Then evaluate f") as either ffk (if particle was a monomer) or fk,)nd (particle was part of a dimer). Accept the proposed particle transfer with probability 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation details
We have used our newly proposed BBMC method to simulate vapor-liquid equilibria for associating fluids modeled as Lennard-Jones spheres with an off-center square well attraction site. Following Chapman's initial work, we have used a value of 27' for the angle 0,) and a value of la for the rc distance (see Fig. 1 ). We should emphasize that for this specific model, the value of I, which corresponds to the distance from the center of the sphere to the association site, does not intervene explicitly in any of the calculations. The BBMC method has been used to obtain the coexistence curve for various association strengths.
The simulations were performed on a system of 5 12 particles. In our computer simulations, we used a "bonding" array to test "steric incompatibilities;" in this array, every molecule has an integer with the value of -1 if the molecule is free (monomer) or with the number of its "associate" if it is part of a dimer. During all of our simulations, no attraction site was found to be bonded to more than one other site. The maximum displacement, the maximum angle rotation, and the maximum volume changes where adjusted to yield an acceptance ratio of about 50%. As explained in the Appendix, we used Jansoone's method to rotate the particle and to make the special insertion necessary for the biased transfer step. All the simulations were started from an FCC structure and were equilibrated for 5000 Monte Carlo cycles without any attempt for particle transfers. Every MC cycle consists of moving all the particles, changing the volume of the boxes, and transferring particles. An additional 15 K MC cycles were used for further equilibration with particle transfers followed by 50-100 K MC steps for statistical averaging. Blocks of 1 K MC steps were used and the standard deviation of their mean was used as an estimate for the uncertainty of the average value.15 Finally, the number of transfer attempts was varied from 10 to 50 as the system was cooled to lower temperatures.
We have investigated different values of parameter 5, which controls the degree of biasing introduced into the sys- tern. Table I gives simulation results for values ranging between 10% and 90%. Even though the final results are independent of 8, values close to 0% or close to 100% are not recommended because they lead to inefficient sampling of dimer formation or monomer equilibration, respectively. For simulations of fluids with esw>lO~, only values between 30%-70% were used. The value of the effective volume/ orientation required for Eqs. (50)- (53) was calculated exactly by carrying out the necessary integrations (analytically) as explained in the Appendix b. Figure 5 shows the saturation density for a fluid with +w=8~, calculated using both the conventional Gibbs ensemble method and the newly proposed BBMC method. For comparison, we also report the values of the saturation properties as predicted from the thermodynamic perturbation theory presented earlier using both the WCA approximation over the full density range (denoted TPT-WCA) and the semiempirical formula proposed by Johnson and Gubbins7 'l- (denoted TPT-LDWCA). Both simulation methods give results that are within the error estimates for the entire range of saturation densities; Fig. 6 shows the monomer fraction for a fluid with ~.sw=8~ ; again, there is excellent agreement between the conventional Gibbs ensemble simulation results and those of our newly proposed method (BBMC-Gibbs).
B. Simulation of saturation properties
Given that BBMC biases the formation/destruction of bonds, the fact that both methods yield identical monomer fractions in both phases provides some reassurance about the correctness of the new approach. Figures 5 and 6 also show the results of the TF'T-WCA and TPT-LDWCA calculations. Agreement between theory and simulation is satisfactory. Table I gives exact simulation values (along with their error estimates) and TPT predictions.
In Table II we report results of simulations and the TPT calculations for a fluid interacting with a slightly stronger association potential. A value of esw=lO~ was used for these simulations. Our simulation results appear to be in good agreement with those reported by Johnson and Gubbins.7 existing phases, respectively. The fact that the theory overestimates the critical point is not surprising and is inherent to any mean field treatment. For temperatures below T*= 1.45, however, we obtain good agreement between simulated and theoretical orthobaric densities. Unfortunately, this good agreement is somewhat deceiving in that it disguises the fact that association is not predicted accurately; as Fig. 8 illustrates, the simulated fraction of monomers in the vapor phase is well below that predicted by the WCA version of the theory. Note, however, that the TF'T-LDWCA version leads to better agreement with simulation. These findings are consistent with those of Johnson and Gubbins.7 As shown in Fig. 9 the tendency of the theory to underestimate critical properties becomes more pronounced for higher association strengths. For associating fluids interacting with a square well potential equal to 15~, the theory largely over predicts the critical temperature. At lower temperatures, however, it predicts saturated liquid densities in fair agreement with the results of our simulations. The underestimation of the vapor phase association by both versions of the theory is much more significant for these fluids; even the TPT-LDWCA version of the theory leads only to semiquantitative agreement with simulation results. Figure  10 shows that, in addition to providing low estimates to the monomer fraction, the theory predicts vapor orthobaric densities that are lower than those obtained from simulations. Table III gives the exact simulation results and the predictions of the theory. A comparison of Figs. 8 and 10 shows that, as the association strength increases, the degree of association in both phases also increases, thereby shifting the monomer fraction saturation curve to the left. We must emphasize that any attempt to simulate these fluids using the conventional Gibbs ensemble method would fail. In contrast, the BBMC method is successful in converging to equilibrium within a few thousand MC cycles. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, these fluids exhibit significant association; therefore our choice of 6=50% does not contradict the fact that our main focus should be that of sampling dimer creation/destruction. ciating fluids with esw=20%.
The BBMC method was also used for the study of vapor-liquid equilibria of very strongly associating fluids. Strong associations were modeled by using a value of 20% for the square-well interaction. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , the TPT-WCA version of the theory is able to predict orthobaric densities only semiquantitatively and only for temperatures well below the critical point (see Table IV also). The TPT-LDWCA version gives slightly better estimates for the monomer fraction of the vapor phase but it leads to an association curve whose shape (a "banana" shape) is inconsistent with that observed in our simulations. As expected, the simulated degree of association in the vapor phase is very high; the theory, however, fails to predict this vapor-phase dimerization accurately. This is an important shortcoming, particularly when we consider the fact that real associating fluids such as carboxylic acids are known to dimerize significantly in the vapor phase and that the vapor-
TPT-WCA phase dimerization is largely responsible for the strong nonidealities of such gases.
To illustrate the values of the association strength required to model real fluids, we have also attempted to describe the thermodynamic properties of acetic acid using the theory discussed in this work. While acetic acid forms two hydrogen bonds when it forms a dimer (see Fig. 13 ), for simplicity we assume that a single attraction site provides a reasonable description of the fluid. Table V reports the parameters obtained after fitting experimental saturation densities to theoretical predictions using the TPT-WCA version. The fitting was done for various association strengths; the fourth colur~ in this table shows the ratio of the mean square error with respect to the error obtained at %w'~~c;,~~~ol. -n-I e ex P erimental values for acetic acid were obtained from Ref. 16 . Figure 14 shows that the theory describes the experimental coexistence curve with good accuracy, particularly in regions remote from the critical point. For estimation of these parameters only saturation data between 150-300 "C were used (we do not expect this model to be quantitative in the critical region). Figure 15 shows the theoretical and experimental temperature dependence of the saturation pressure. For high densities, the theory overestimates the experimental pressure probably because a spherical model does not have the more appropriate "dumbbell" shape of acetic acid. Figure 16 shows that there is good agreement between theory and experiment for the latent heat of vaporization over the region of interest, indicating that an attractive energy of 20% describes reasonably well the energetics of acetic acid. As mentioned earlier for the saturation pressure, better agreement with experiment could be achieved by using more detailed molecular models for acetic acid (e.g., a dumbbell with two attraction sites); such studies, however, are beyond the scope of this work. In this paper we only wish to point out that high associating strengths (e.g., 20%) are not of a mere academic interest but are actually necessary to describe quantitatively the thermodynamic properties of common associating fluids such as carboxylic acids.
The results shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for a strength of 20% clearly illustrate that a first order perturbation theory is unable to provide a satisfactory description of phase equilibria for strongly associating fluids. That earlier studies did not investigate the accuracy of TPT for high association strengths is probably due to the fact that appropriate molecular simulation techniques were not available. To a large extent, the limitations of the theory have only become apparent in light of our newly acquired ability to simulate such fluids with the BBMC method.
At high association strengths it is reasonable to expect a first order perturbation theory to be inadequate. Deviations from the reference system (a LJ fluid, in this case) become increasingly important as the association strength increases; eventually, first order terms are not sufficient and it is nec- essary to go to second order perturbation terms in the expansion of the Helmholtz free energy. These second order terms require the use of three-body correlation functions. To reduce these terms to a tractable form, several approximations must be made; we expect our BBMC method to provide a valuable tool for testing such approximations and for the development of more accurate theories for strongly associating fluids.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new Monte Carlo method which permits a preferential sampling of subregions of configuration space. The BBMC method, which requires minor changes to conventional MC algorithms, can be used in conjunction with any technique used to simulate open systems. As shown in this work, it provides an efficient tool for simulating the thermodynamic properties, including phase equilibria, of fluids that interact with rapidly varying potentials. Here we have applied the BBMC method to simulate vapor-liquid equilibria for pure Lennard-Jones associating fluids interacting through square-well potentials of varying strengths. The exact results of our simulations indicate that the simple first order thermodynamic perturbation theory gives accurate predictions only for low to moderate association strengths. For higher strengths, the theory underpredicts the extent of association in the vapor phase. This deficiency is severe for association strengths similar to those required to model real associating fluids (e.g., acetic acid). Our simulations show that the structure of strongly associating fluids is significantly different from that of the LJ reference fluid, thereby leading to deviations in the free energy that cannot be accounted for by first order perturbation terms only. Clearly, higher order terms in the Helmholtz free energy expansion are necessary for more accurate results.
Aside from the shortcomings discussed above, however, the theory provides a solid foundation for building and testing more accurate molecular models of real associating fluids. We have shown here that a simple fit of the vapor-liquid coexistence curve of acetic acid is able to capture both the phase equilibria and the energetics of associating fluids. Better agreement between theory and experiment can be expected from a formalism that relies on a molecular model that mimics more closely the real molecular structure of carboxylic acids and that incorporates second order thermody- namic perturbation terms. We expect the BBMC method presented here to provide a valuable tool for development of such a formalism. More generally, the BBMC method should be useful for simulation of systems with rapidly varied intermolecular potentials (e.g., ionic fluids). The conventional Metropolis Monte Carlo method "explores" the configurational space of a system in a "blind" and somewhat arbitrary fashion to locate energetically favorable configurations. In many instances, however, these configurations are separated by high energy barriers (such as those arising from Coulombic interactions) which makes them almost inaccessible to a random search. A formalism based on the BBMC method is expected to be more successful because it directs the search to regions of configurational space that are favorable and contribute significantly to the partition function of the system. These regions of space are identified by considering the particular characteristics of a specific system.
